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Abstract 

In various wuntries, including the Netherlands and Austria, legislation is such 1 

that the question whether a specific game should be considered as a game of chance2 

or as a game of skill is predominant in the exploitation decision of private casinos. 

This paper aims for an objective and operational criterium to quantify the level of 

skill of casino games in order to establish a mutual ranking. The varions concepts 

are illustrated by means of variations of Poker. 
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1 introduction 

The commercial exploit,al,iofl of games wit,h chalice elements is a lucrat.ive affair from 

the point. of view of t.he propietor. In t.he Netherlands t.he exploitatioll of such games is 

cOlltrolicd by !lie/HIs or legislatioll as rdlected in t.he law" Wet. op de Kallsspden (WKS)": 

a) .... it is not allowed to: exploit g(J.me.~ with 1I!ondar'y pr'izeB if the pa1'licipants 

in gener'al do not have a dominant influence on the probability to win, unless in 

compliance to this act, (J. license is granted ... 

In practice, the gouvernment only grants such a license to t.he Holland Casino's founda

tion. In more countries (e.g. Austria) a similar type of legislat.ion is operative and the 

questions we addrf'Jls below therefore will arise in some way in other countries than the 

Nether.1ands as well. 

So, though our analysis will be focussed primarily on the Dutch situation, practical 

applications certainly will reach further than that. Mo[C'over, from a theoretical point 

of view, our analysis will offer a general method to measure skill in a broad class of games. 

In the remainder we call a game thaI, is covered by the WKS a game of chance. A 

game which is not. a game of chance will be called a !lame of skill. So, in particular, to 

commerciali,.;e games of skill no license wit.hin the meaning of the WKS is needed. This 

opens the way for privat:e casinos to compcl.e with the games of chance that are exploited 

in the ilolland Casino's. 

Of course the propietor of a game and the legislator can have different views on how to 

qualify a game since such a judgement about the role of chance is rather subjective and 

the financial stakes are high. If iI, would be possible to rank a broad class of games with 

chance elements by means of an operational and objective criterium which quanUfies the 

level or skill, c.g. on a scale from ,.;ero to one, the legislator would be able to decide on a 

cert.ain bound on the level of skill, below which a game should he considered as a game 

of chance. In tbis article we propose a specific defillition to measure skill and provide 

approximations for various casino games. The analysis is partly based OIl the results 

in van Ikr GCllugt.e1l and Bonn (1991, 1991). The variolls concepts will be illustrated 

in some ddail by means of simple variations of the game of Poker. Some general ref

erences 011 specific (colllput.c1t.iollal) aspects on Poker are Epstein (1977), Scarne (1990) 

and Tarnburin (1993). 
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'I'll(' pa.pl'r is orgalli/l'd ill I.h(· roilowillg way. 

Sectioll :l discllsses t.he qll<1litat.ivc reqllin~lllellt.s we think should lw satisfied by a. suit.able 

measure of skill based on t.he existing Dutch jurisprudence. 

Then, in Section 3, we propose a definition of the level of skill for so-called "basic" games 

with a relatively simple structure. This structure enables us to highlight the essential 

fCc1turcs of the definition. Since basic games hardly occur in reality t.his section is of a 

didactic nat.ure. In the subsL'quent sections t.he definition of the level of skill is generalized 

1.0 more sophisticated games. The generalization for' one-person games like Roulette, 

Blackjack and Golden Tell is discllssed ill sectioll ;J, [or two-person zero-sum games like 

Chess, SchnapscIl and two-persoT! Poker in sect.ion 5, and, finally, for general n-person 

zero-slim games in sed ion 6. 

At this stage some general remarks about the differences in complexit.y between the 

various dasses o[ games should be made. Casino games typically can be c1a.<;sified as 

zero-sum games: apart rrom possible admission fees money is reallocated among the 

participants (including the casino). Further, in a one-person game like Roulette each 

player's betting strategy is all-decisive upon the possible expeded gains: these gains do 

1I0t depend on the behaviour or ot.her players. In a more-person game like Poker it is 

t.ypically t.he ca.,!! t.hat. a player's gaills also depend Oil the 0pp0!lents' behaviour. So, in 

part.icular, :;trat.egic aspecl.s cOllie in. For three- Of more-person games also the feature of 

possible cooperation between subgroups of players should be taken into account. These 

aspects will be considered in detail in ihe various sections. 

A numerical two-person varia.tion of Poker will used to illustrate the underlying concepts 

in section 5, a three-person va.riation in section 6. With respect to the computational 

aspecl.s concerning optimal strategies, we will make use of a modification of the learning

procedure as initially proposed by Brown (HJ;J9) and Robinson (1950) (d. Shapiro (1958) 

and Karlin (1959)). This modification is discussed to some extent in section 5. Section 

7 concludes with a discllssion of implications of our measure of skill together with some 

ideas on future research. 



2 Some qualitative criteria for skill 

In our analysis we will restrict attcntion to game;:; which, in principle, can be repeated 

undcr the same conditions. 'rhis assumpt.ion guarantees an ohjective quantification of 

IIl1n~rt.aillt.y ill t.ennf; or probability. This docH not. mean t.hat. slIch a quantificat.ion is 

irnpossible beforehand for games of a difrcrent. kind but. that it. necessarily will be of a 

more subjective nature. 

We formulat.e three requirements which in our opinion summarize the basic ideas un

derlying t.he Dut.ch legislat.ion concerning the exploitation of games wit.h chance elements. 

IU. The WKS applicH exclusively t.o sil.nations which involve the exploit.atioll or games 

with monetary prizes. For t.his reason we only consider games in which the" game

result" of a player can be expressed in some way in terms of a certain gain (or loss) 

of money. 

R2. The skill of a player should be measured as his gain in the long run, i.e. in terms 

of expected gains. Necessary for a game of skill is that these expected gains vary 

among players. 

Ita. The fad. t.hat. there is a difference between players with respect 1.0 t.heir expected 

gains, docs !lOt. immediat.ely imply t.hat. t.he underlying game is a game of skill. 

Sufficient for a game of skill is that the chance elements involved do no prohibit 

these differences to be substantial. 

In van der Genugten and Bonn (1991, 199G) each or these requirements is discussed in 

det.ail in t.he light of the Dutch jurisprudence on specific games as Sal.urne, Blackjack, 

Roulcl.t.e and Golden TCfl. Implicil.ly these cases ma.ko dea.r that. oue Rliould dist.inguish 

bet.ween three types of players: 

(I) ill)('giI1IH~r who pla.ys 1.11(' gallic in tile na.ive way or sOlTlebody who has JURI. mast.ered 

til<' rules or til(' game. 

(2) all average player who can be t.hought. to represent the vast majority of players. 

(a) an advanced player who uses skill ai. the highest. possible level and who sds iLll 

example for other players. 

One Illity couclude that. t.he WKS iR c()nccl'll(~d with the dilrcn~IIC(~ bd.wccli a. heginrwr 
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and an average player. Therefore, we call the means of the difference in expected mone

tary gains (Ill) between t.hose two types of players (R2) the leamin.q erfect. This effect 

should be judged subst.antial in relation with the restrictive possibilities within the game 

set by U](~ chance clements (Ra) (e.g. with rest.rict,ions on the occurrence of maximal 

gains). In this judgement the advanced player has no direct role. 

The aim of this pap(~r is 1.0 ddirw, for games within a broad dass, t.he level of skill 

as a uumber S in I,he iuterval [0, I]. This number describes to which amount possible 

differences in exp(~cI,ed gains between players are restricted by the chance element.s within 

the game. 

A pure game of chance will be game for which S equals 0, a pure game of skill a game 

with S equa.l to I. 

A qualification of a speciric game as a game of chance or as a game of skill in the context 

of the WKS, will then depend on the bound the legislator sets within t.he interval [0,1]' 

below which a game should be classified as a game of chance. 



3 Basic games 

In a basic game all participants face the same opponent which is called the bank. There 

is no strategic interact.ion between the players and the bank follows a predescribed and 

fixed strategy. Moreover, for each player t.he outcome of a basic game is one of the fol

lowing two: either losing the stake-money or gaining a fixed multiple of the stake-money. 

According to the qualitative discllssion of sedioll 2 the following data should be sufficient 

to decide about the level of skill of a basic game: 

Jlo the probability that a beginner wins 

Pu the probability that an average player wins 

WI gains in case of a Joss (i.e. minus the stake-money) 

Wu gains in case of a win (a multiple or the stake-money) 

The difference Pa Po provides information about the difference in skill between a be

ginner and an average player but does not reflect. the consequences w.r.t. the monetary 

results as required by R2. Therefore we will take the average gains Wo and Wa of 11 

beginner and an average player, respectively, as a base for our analysis. Here, for a basic 

ga.me, 

(1 po)Wt + PoW" (3.1) 

and 

(3.2) 

Clearly, 

(3.3) 

A relative measure for the difference in skill can be obtained by dividing the difference 

Wa ~¥o by Wa WI which measures the difference in skill between an average player 

and a fictitious worst:.! player who, in a basic game, would always succeed in losing the 

stake-money. This lea.ds to the quotient, 

3For a precise definition we refer to section 4, 
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(:U) 

This quotient. satisfies the requirements It} and R2, but it does not. express the restrictive 

role of th~ chance elements as required by R3. 

For this reason we will compare Qa with a similar quotient Q" in which the role of the 

avcrage player is taken over by a fictitious best, player who, in a basic gamc, would always 

succ(',ed in winlling: 

(3.5) 

In particular, due to the restrictive role of the chance elements an average player can 

only realize Wa in stead of W". Hence, a comparison between the relative measures Qa 

and Q" for the difference in skill w.r.t. a beginner does also justice to the requirement 

R3. This leads to the following definition of the level of skill Sa: 

(3.6) 

In t.heory, expression (3.6) provides a method to rank basic games with respect to skill. 

This rorrnula regiRters in a strictly defincd way how the learning cffect (R2) is restricted 

(R3) by the chance elements present in the game (roughly speaking: in comparison t.o 

maximal gains and maximal losses). The choice for the expression given in (3.6) may 

seem rather arbitrary but, this is not quit,e t,fue since a definition of the level of skill has 

to fulfil several logical requirements. Some of these requirement.s are loosely formulated 

below. 

* A level or skill should not be dependent on the unity of money (e.g. dollars or 

pounds) in which gains and losses are expressed. 

* III comparing two games with about the same maximal gains/losses, the game with 

t.he high(~r learning effect should get. the higher level of skill. 

* In comparing two games with about. the same learning effed, the game with the 

higher maximal gains/losses should get the lower level of skilL 

* A small change in the rules of the game should result in only a small change in the 

level of skill. 
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The formula givell ill (:Ui) will not be the only olle satisryillg (,IJe requirements above 

and, possibly, a modification will be necessary if one asks for additional requirements. 

This, however, docs not, constitute it problem regarding the purpose for which this for

mula was developed. 

In practice, however, difficulties will arise in determining Wo and Wa since this requires 

specific assumpt.ions on the behaviour of a beginner and an average player. Perhaps the 

less difficult problem of the two is how to characterize of a beginner. For example, in 

games wit.h a structure like Roulette, choosing a purely random outcome seems a rather 

natural line of play [or a beginner. Further, [or games which are exploited in practice 

one call gain insight in how beginllers beliav(: just. by means o[ ohservation. Moreover, 

a skilled analysis of the rules of the game might help from a normative point of view. 

In any case, for basic games, an exact specification of Po is not that important since 

the impact on the level of skill of a small change in Po is rather small. A more exact 

spedficaJion of p", however, is desirable. 

flow t,o determine tile behaviour of an average player'{ A. statistical approximat,ioll of 

p" will be difficult. to find since a precise definition of the population of average players is 

difficult to provide. Any particular choice of definit.ion will be necessarily subjective and, 

further, practical implementat.ion will be t.ime-consuming and t.herefore costly. Moreover, 

for games which are no\' exploit.ed (yet) a statistical approach is impossible. 

To Imlve this problem we choose a relat.ively simple and pragmat.ic approach. It is a 

fact. that (for finite zero-sum games) the expected gains of an optimal, i.e. most advanced, 

player arc fully determined by t.he rules and structure of t.he game. So, in particular, 

t.hes(~ g<lillH can he measured in an objedive way. 

Replacing the gains W" of an average player by the gain;; Wm or an optimal player in 

expression(3.4) and subsequently also in (3.6) one obtains an objective and, in principle, 

operat.ional criterium to determine t.he level of skill of a basic game. 

More ;;pecifically, for a basic game, we define Pm as the probahilit.y t.hat, all opt.imal 

player wins and 

as til<' il.VNilP;C gain of a.n optimal play(~r. 

Clea.rly it. holds that 

(3.7) 



(3,8) 

Furt.her we define 

(3,9) 

as a rcia\,ive measure for the difference in skill bet.ween an optimal player and a beginner, 

and 

s (3.10) 

as the level of skill of the underlying game, 

Note that S is well-defined if the game is such that 

(3.11 ) 

which is an assumption only violated by t.rivial non-interesting games. 

Since ~:':~i is increasing in W we have that S E[O,l] and also that S' :::: S'a' This meaIlS 

thaI. in going from Sa t.o S there is an upward shift in the level of skill. Since this is the 

case for each game separately, one may expect that replacing Wa by Wm will have little 

effect. on the mutual ranking of games w.r.1.. the level of skill. However, one should take 

this upward shill int.o il.CCOunt when determining an absoluf,e bound on t.he level of skill 

below which a game should be considered as a game of chance. 

Let us now consider the two extreme cases for the level of skill S. The case S = 0 

boils down to Wo::= Wm or, equivalently, 1.0 Po ::= Pm' This means that the probability 

of winning is the same for a beginner and a most advanced player. Consequently, the 

players can not exercise any influence on their chances. For this reason a basic game 

wit.h S ::= 0 is called il. pure game of chance. Analogously, a basic game with S 1 is 

called a pure game of skill since this is equivalent to Wm W" Of, to Pm ::= 1. This 

means that the chance mechanism has no effect in the sense that an optimal player can 

always win, 
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As a numerical illustration we consider the following example. 

Example 3.1 

Consider the two basic games determined by the following data 

game I game II 

Po 0.050 0.45 

Pm 0.054 0.47 

WI -10 tOO 
i 

W" 180 i 100 

table :U 

For game I the probabilities of winning are low but the relative gains of winning (18 

times the stake-money) are high. For game II in some sense the opposite holds: the 

probabilities of winning are high but the relative gains are low. 

Our analysis w.r.t. skill leads to results of table 3.2. 

game I game II 

WI -10 -100 

Wo -0.5 -10 

Wrn 0.26 -6 

W" ISO 100 

Qm 0.07 0.04 

Qu 0.95 0.55 

5 0.07 0.07 
'-----.. 

Table 3.2 

So, in spite of the seemingly different structure of the two games, game I and II have 

about t.he same level of skill if one expresses the qualitative requirements (Rl), (112) and 

(tt:q ill i\. i'ortlml way. 
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4 One-person games 

In this section we extend the definition of the level of skill from basic games towards 

one-person games like Roulette and Blackjack, In fact, basic games form a subclass of 

the one-person games: the bank follows a fixed and predescribed strategy and there is no 

interaction with the other participant.s in the game. However, basic games are restric

tive in the sense that they allow only two outcomes: losing the stake-money or gaining 

a multiple of it. 

In practice, even for relatively simple ca.'lino games, a player (or team) has to choose 

between various actions, possibly all with different monetary implications. For this rea

son the analysis of one-person games can not be based on the probabilities of winning 

for a beginner and an optimal player and on the gains in case of a loss and win, simply 

because these concepts can not be defined in an unambiguous way. 

Instead we will start out directly from the following four notions of expected gains: 

WI expc'Cted gains of a fictit,iolls worst. player 

Wo expected gains of a beginner 

W m expc'Cted gains of an optimal player 

Wu expected gains of a fictitious best player 

lIew, a. fiditiolls WOfst (best) player must be thought of a.s a player who gets to know 

the outcome of the chance elements bdore actually playing and tries to lose (gain) as 

much a.9 possible. 

Due to the rules of a basic game a fictitious worst (best) player will always succeed in 

losing (winning) and thus the notions of WI and Wu indeed generalize the corresponding 

notions for basic games. 

'rhc cxpcd.ed gains Wo and Wm are fully determined by a description of the strategy of 

a beginner and an optimal player, respectively, 

For one-person games with 

(4.1 ) 

we define, in a similar way as fOf basic games, the quotients Qm and Qu by 

-Wo 
( 4,2) 
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and the level or skill by 

(4.3) 

We also adopt the same terminology; a one-person game with S = 0 is called a pure 

game of chance, with S = 1 a pure game of skill. 

Example 4.1 (American Roulette) 

In American Roulette a player can choose between a great variety of actions. The main 

choice however is between "simple" (e.g. rouge/nair, pair/impair) or not (e.g. plein, 

cheval, carre). For precise details also on the calculations below, we refer to van der 

Genugten and Borm (1994). 

Suppose one chooses not to play "simple". Then, no matter what the precise action is, 

one's cxpeded gains arc -dr, if we normalize the stake-money to 1. 

Now SllPPOI>C otiC choose:; to play "siI!lPI(~'" Then the winning outcomes never include 

"0", but if the outcome of a. game is "0", one gets half of the state-money back. This 

lea.ds to the expected gains of - h. 
Consequently, an optimal player will choose "simple". Hence, WI -1 (a fictitious worst 

player will always succeed in losing the st.ake-money), W" 35 (knowing the outcome a 

fictitious best player will choose plein on this outcome) and Wm 1 
71' 

What about Wo? One can discuss on the behaviour of a beginner in American Roulette. 

If one assumes that a beginner chooses to play simple, then Wo = -h and" O. 

If one assumes that, a beginner chooses not to play simple, then Wo = 

By substitution it follows that 

We may conclude t.hat American R01Jldt.(~ a[l[lroxirnatdy is it pure game of cha.lIce. 

Example 4.2 (Blackjack) 

Blackjack as played in the Holland Casino's is ext.ensively studied in van der Genugten 

(1993). Using the technique of simulation the following numbers were derived for the 
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case where the maximum stake is normalized to I and the minimum stake is 1 percent 

of the maximum: 

WI -0.89 

Wo = -0.056 

Wm = 0.002 

W" 0.54 

The value of Wo corresponds to the straj,egy "mimic the dealer". The values of WI and 

W" rencel, the fact; that the rules of the game arc such that even if one knows the out

come of the chance mechanism i.e. one knows the precise order of the cards, one can not 

always succeed in winning or losing. 

By substitution we find that the level of skill for l3Iackjack equals OJ 6. 

The Supreme Court in the Netherlands has explicitly qualified Blackjack as a game of 

chance. IIcnce, if one uscs the above measure for t.he notion of skill, a consistency argu

ment implies that each game with a level of skill below 0.16 should be considered as a 

game of chance w.r.t. Dutch legislation. 

Example 4.3 (Golden Ten) 

By means of a statistical analysis of datil conc(~rning the resull,s of adual players (for 

dditi Is we refer to ViLll del' GeTlugtell ami BOrIn ( I !l91 )) it call be concluded Umt the lovd 

of skill for Golden Ten is somewhere between 0.20 and 0.30 depending on specific rules 

of the game. 
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5 Two-person zero-sum games 

In a t.wo-person game it is typically the case that the expected gains of a player depend 

not only on his own strategy choice but. also on the strategy choice of the other player. 

In this section we will consider st.rictly competitive games in the sense that the gains of 

on(~ player equal the los;ws of the other ill each instance or t.he gallic. Pill. dirrerently, tire 

players exchange an amount or money speciried by the outcome corresponding t.o one 

specific strategy-combination. This type of game is called a ~ero-sum game because the 

total gains of t.he players equal zero. For example, a Poker game as Seven Card Stud 

typically can be classified as a zero-sum game: apart from an admission fee, money is 

reallocated among the participants. 

To study skill in games we will use an objective analysis of strategic behaviour (such 

as braging) based on the assumption of rational players. This approach follows the lines 

set out by game theory: a mathematical theory of conflict situations which started out 

from the pioneering work of von Neumann and Morgenstern (J 944) and led quite recently 

t.he Nobel prize for economics for Nash, Harsanyi and Selten in 1994. 

Consider an arbitrary t.wo-person IICm-SUITI game in which both player 1 and player 2 

can choose from a finite number or actions. In this game we will allow a player t.o choose 

a mixed st.rat.egy, which provides a probabilit,y distribul.ion on t.he set of actions. 

Then this game has a uniquely determined (rninimax-) value V in the sense t.hat player 1 

can choose a mixed st.rategy which guarantees him an expected payoff of at least V (in

dependent of player 2'8 st,rategy choice), and player 2 has a mixed strategy which keeps 

his losses down to at most V. The strategies mncerned are called minimax strategies 

and can be int.erpreted as describing optimal play. 

Due t.o these facts we are able to extend t.he definition of the level of skill to an arbitrary 

(finit.e) lIew-surn game with two playerR I and 2. 

Assume we arc in t.he role of player 1. If we fix a specific rninirnaxHt.rakgy of player 2 

in the sense that we assume thai player 2 will act. accordingly, t.he original two-person 

game can be reduced to a one-person game because player 1 fac('~ a fixed but probabilistic 

environment, and t.he four basic not.ions of section 1 of expected gains (w. r.t. player 1) 

are well-defined: 

(5.1) 
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Note that., by definition, Wm ( I) equals UIC value of the game. 

Analogously, in the role of player 2, we assume a specific minimax strategy of player 1 to 

be given, which reduces the situat.ion to a one-person game. This leads to the following 

notions of expected gains w.r.t. player 2: 

(5.2) 

where Wm (2) equals minus the value of the game. 

To define the overall notion of skill in the game it. is reasonable to average between the 

role of player 1 and player 2, implicitly assuming a player of the game to take both the 

role of player 1 and player 2 every two instances of the game. 

This leads to 

Wit 

and, dearly, 

!(Wd1) + WI(2)) 

HWo(l) + Wo(2)) 

HWm (1) + Wm (2)) 

HW,/l) + W,,(2)) 

Further note that, since Wm(l) -Wm(2) 

(5.3) 

Wm = O. (5.5) 

As before, we will assume that 

WI < W", and Wu < W". (5.6) 

Subsequently, we define 

(5.7) 



and 

(5.8) 

as the level of skill. 

The case 8 = 0 is equivalent with Wm(1) Wo(J) and Wm(2) Wo(2) and 8 = 1 with 

Wm( I) Wu( 1) and Wrn(2) = W,,(2). Accordingly, we can adopt the same terminology 

as before. A two-person ~ero-sum game with 5' 0 is called a pure game of chance, 

while a game with 8 = 1 is refered to as a pure game of skill. 

One final remark concerning the definition of the level of skill for two-person games is 

that it indeed generalizes the definition for one-person games. 

Consider a one-person game with player I as its only rarticipant who receives or pays 

money from Of to a bankholder. This game can be viewed as a two-person zero-sum game 

in which the role of player 2 is taken by the bankholder. By definition of a one-person 

game, player 2 has no freedom in his choice of act.ion and follows a predcscribed strategy. 

Hence, WI(I), Wo(l), Wm(1) and W,,(J) equal the corresponding one-person Hot.ions in

t.roduced in sedion -1 and the level of skill in the one-person framework (d. (4.3)) is 

given by 

In t.he two-person framework we also have to analyze the role of player 2. However, for 

this analysis we assumed optimal behaviour of player I and since player 2 has no freedom 

of st.ra.t.egy choice it follows t.hat. 

/lencc, 

WI HWI(l) Wm(1)), l¥o = ~(Wo(l) Wm(l)) 

Wrn = 0, W" = HW,,(l) Wm(l)) 
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alld by substitutioll it follows that the level of skill S for the two-pel'SOll gamc as defincd 

by (5.8) equals 5(1). 

Example 5.1 (Two-perHoTl Mini Poker) 

TWO-llCI"SOlJ Mini Poker iH a game or ca.rds played by two players, named player 1 and 

player 2, and with three cards of which only the numeric value is important. These 

values are lO, 20 and ;lO, respectively. 

Before playing both players donate $ 1 to the stakes. After (re )shuffiing the deck of cards 

each player is dealt one card. Each player knows (the value of) his own card but not 

the card of this opponent. Thus, the one card which remains in the deck is not shown 

to either of the players. 

Player 1 starts t,he play and has to decide between)) checking" or "raising". If he decides 

to check, player 2 has to check too and "showdown" follows. If player 1 decides to raise, 

he has to add one extra dollar to the sLakes. Subsequently, player 2 has to decide between 

"foldiug" or "calling". If the decides to fold, player 1 gets the stakes. If player 2 decides 

to raise, he also has to add one extra dollar to the stakes and" showdown" follows. If the 

players have decided upon "showdown" hoth cards are compared and the player with 

the highest card value gets the stakes. 

In this simple game of Poker both chance (dealing cards) and skill (w.r.t. a good betting 

strategy) playa role. We will reach the conclusion that the level of skill S equals about 

0.28. 

First we will describe the possible strategies of both players. Fbr each of the three pos

sible cards, both player 1 and player 2 have to choose between two possible actions, 

leading t.o a t.otal or 8 combinations. The so-called pure strategies are represented in 

table 5.1 and t.able ;).2. 



IX 

--.- .. _'--... '--- . . 

1 2 ;1 1. 5. ti 1. ii I 
)0: C C C C R It It It 

I 
20: C C It It C C It R 

:W: C R C R C R C R I c..-... .. __ .. 

Table 1i.1: Pure strategies of player I. 

1 2: Q 1. ii 11 7. 8 
-:.-

10: F F F F !C C C C 

20: F F C C F F 
i 

C C 

iC 30: F C F F eiF C 
'----. .. 

Table 5.2: Pure strategies of player 2. 

For example, the strategy 1. of player 1 should be interpreted as 

"Check with 10, Raise with 20, Raise with 30", 

and strategy fi of player 2 as 

"Call with 10, Fold with 20, Call with 30", 

if you are called upon to act. 

Allowing for mixed strategies, each player may put a probability measure on his set of 

pure strategies. Mixed strategies will be denoted in the following way: the strategy 

(~2:, ~1.) of player 1 will indicate that player 1 will choose the pure strategy 2. with 

probability ~ and the pure strategy 1. with probability ~. In the equivalent behavioral 

interpretation this boils down to: 

"Chock with 10, Raise with ao, and with 20: 

Check with probabi lit.y ~ and Raise with probability t". 

In analysing the level of skill of this game of Poker we first need the strategy of a beginner 

in both t.he role of player I and player 2. 

W.r.I,. player] we find it reasonable for a naive player t.o check with [0 and t,o raise 

with aD. How t.o act. with 20'? Probably it. is wiRe t.o vary bet.ween checking and raising, 

and IIHillg sYTlllTletry arguments, to check and raise with equal probability. In fact, t,he 
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same reasoning applies w.r.t. player 2. If he is called upon to act, we a~sllme he folds 

with 10, calls with 30 and folds and calls with equal probability with 20. 

Using the notation introduced above, this boils down to the beginner's strategy (~2., ~±) 
[or hot h roles. 

The next st.ep is to determine minimaxstral.egics [or both player I and player 2. To this 

aim we first, calculate the 8 x 8 matrix which describes the expected playofl' to player 1 

[or each possible pure strategy combination. The result is presented in table 5.3. 

player 2 1 2. J 1: Q 2 I fi 
player I 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
: 

2. 0 0 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/3 1/:! 
iJ 1/3 -1/6 1/3 1/6 1/2 0 ! 1/2 0 

1: 1/3 -1/6 1/2 0 2/:! 1/6 5/6 i Ija 

Q 2/3 1/6 1/6 -l/3 2/3 1/6 1/6 -I/:! 

fi 2/3 1/6 Ija -1/6 5/6 ! 1/3 1/2 0 

I 1 0 1/2 -1/2 7/6 1/6 2/3 -1/3 

fi 1 0 .2/3 1/3 4/3 i 1/3 : 1 0 

Table 5.3: Two-person Mini Poker as a matrix game 

More specifically, in table 5.3 the result of a specific strategy combination is a fair 

average over the outcomes w.r.t. the six possible card combinations. 

By iteratively deleting dominated strategies (e.g. strategy 1 of player 1 is dOmlnated by 

strategy 2.), the 8 X 8 matrix game of table 5.3 can be reduced to the simple 2 x 2 matrix 

game represent.ed in tahle 5.1. 

player 1 2. 1 
player 2 

2. 0 1/6 

fi 1/6 1/6 

'l'able 5.4: I'he reduced game 
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From table 5.4 it is readily derived that the value of the game is 18 and the mini

maxstrategies of the players are uniquely determined: 

(12., ~fi) for player I and (~2., H) ror player 2. 

Note that 02., Hi) indeed guarantees a. pa.yofr of -& because I,his strategy leads to an 

expected payofr of at. least, is agaillxl. (~very pure strategy of pla.yer 2 (see ta.ble 5.5) aluj 

hence also against every mixed strategy of player 2. 

player 2 11 12. 3 :1 Q fi. 1 R I 
I 

! 
player 1 I i I 

02., kfi) 14/1811/18 4/18 1/18 7/18 
.. _. <---.. 

4/18 7/18 4/18 1 

Ta.ble 5.5: Payoffs resulting [rom the minimax strategy of player 1. 

Similarly, one can check that the strategy (~2., ~1) of player 2 guarantees this player 

an expected loss of at most 18. 

F<)r ddennining W/(I), Wo(l), W",,( I) alld Wu ( I) we assume that player 2 behaves ac

conling to his ullique optimal strategy 02., ~1). 
Since we have dlOsen G2., ~1) as a beginner's strategy for player I, it follows from table 

5.:l that 

1 2 1 I (1) I 2 (1) 1 ] 1 Wo(I) = . -. (0) + -. ;-. - + -', . -- + _. ;- . (0) = --. 
2 :l 2.~ 6 2 ,\ 6 2 ,I 36 

Further, since Wm (1) equals the value of the game, we have that 

18 

To ddcl'luine W/( I) a.ll(l W,,( I), we hil,VC' to consider a lid.itioHs worst. and <1 fiditiolls 

best, player in t.he role or player 1, respect.ively. 

By assumpt.iolt, a fictitious worst (hest.) player will know the precise card combination 

(C.,C2 ), with Ci E {IO,20,30},G1 :I G2, denot.ing t.he value or t.he card of player i, 

hd()n~ ha.villg t.o decidl' upon checkillg OJ' ra,i~ing. 

Moreover, sinee we fixed t.he strategy of player 2 to 02., ~1) one can calculate for each 
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card combinat.ion what. t.he expected gains of the two possible actions will be. For each 

card combination a fictitious worst (best) player will subsequently choose the action with 

minimal (maximal) gains. The Ilumbers W1(1) and W,,(l) j,hen will be the fair average 

of the six corresponding gains. This computation, which is illustrated in ta.ble 5.6, leads 

to 

player 2: 

card comb. (10,20) 

Check -I 

Raise 0 

2 

9 

(2 I c) :12,:11 
....... 

(10,30) 

1 

-2 

(20, 10) (20,30 :~O, 10) (:~O, 20) 

I -I 1 1 

1 -2 I 1-
:I 

Min -1 -2 I -2 I I W/(l) = -~ 

Max 0 -1 1 -1 1 

Table 5.6: The calculation of W/(1) and W,,( I). 

I II an analogous way Otle deriV(~s 

Hence, 

~ WOW 24' m , u 

1 

6 

and, by substitution, the level of skill equals 

5' = 0.275. 

1 1 
- and W.,(2) = -. 
18 9 

1- W,,(l) ~ 
3 9 
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Example 5.1 is rat.her special in Ule sense t.hat. tile minilllaxstrategies of both player I 

and player 2 aw uniquely dderlllined. If t.his is Hot the Ci1.sc, the analysis requires <1 spc

cillc choice between <111 possible minimax st.rategies of a player. The minimaxst.rategies 

we seleeL will be called lcarnminimax stmlcgicti. They have a st.rong intuitive appeal 

because they are t.he outcomes of (a modification of) learning procedures as initially 

proposed by Brown (I !H9) and Robinson (1950), and elaborat.ed on by Shapiro (J 958) 

and Karlin (1959). 

The following procedure describes how t.he learnminimaxstrategy q of player 2 is deter

mined. 

Step 1 

(a) Let PI PI be the strategy of a beginner in t.he role of player 1. 

(b) Determine the set YI of pure strategies of player 2 which c1re optimal (i.e. best 

replies) against PI. Let ijl be the mixed strategy of player 2 I;hat puts equal 

probabilit.y on the elements of Yi. Define qI := ill as the first step learn minimax 

strategy of player 2. 

Step 2 
(a) Dderminc the set X2 of pure strat.egies of player 1 which are opt.imal against ql. 

Let P2 be the mixed strategy of player 1 thai, puts equal probability on the elements 

of X 2. Define P2 := OPh !pz), using obvious notation. 

(b) Determine the set Yz of pure strategies of player 2 which are optimal against P2. 

Let q2 be the mixed strategy of player 2 that puts equal prohability on the elements 

of Yz. Define q2 := OiJl> ~ij2) as the second step learnminimax strategy of player 

2. 

Step n 
( a) Define the set X n of pure strategies of player I which are opt.imal against. qn-I' Let 

Pn be the mixed strategy of player I that puts equal probability on the elements 

of X n. Define Pn := (~PI> ~P2" .. , ~Pn). 

(b) Determine the set Y" of pure strategies of player 2 which ,He optimal against Pn. 

Let, ij" be t.he mixed strategy of player 2 that puts equal probahility on the elements 

of Yr,. Ddille q" 

pI <ty('l" 2. 

(~qn' ~q2"'" ~qn) as the n-th step learnminimax st.rategy of 

Denoting the (minimax) value of the underlying game by V and the payoff to player 1 



w.r.l. t.he strategy combination (Pn,qn) by Vn, it holds that lim Vn V. (d. Robinson 
n->oo 

(1950)). 

The learnminimaxstrategy q of player 2 is then defined by 

(5.9) 

In an analogous way, st,arting out from the strategy of a beginner in the role of player 2, 

the Iearnminimax strategy p of player 1 can be determined. 

Example 5.2 

Reconsider the game of example 5.1. Suppose however that the game is not played with 

3 cards, with values 10,20 and ao, but wit.h n ~ 4 cards, with values 10,20,30, ... ,10.n 

instead. Then, using the concept of learnminimax strategies, the game can be analyzed 

along the same lines as in example 5.1. 

For n = 1,5, ... , 10 the results are given in table 5.7 

In ~ 5 6 7 8 9 \0 

IS 0.22 0.09 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.20 

Table 5.7: The level of skill of two-person Mini-Poker with n cards. 
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6 n-Person Zero-Sum Games 

For a two-person zero-sum game the players are direct opposites in the sense that the 

gains of one player equal the losses of the other in each instance of the game. 

Although in each instance of an n-person zero-sum game with n ~ 3 money is reallocated 

among the players, two particular participants can not be viewed as direct opposites in 

the sense that they should act in a way to oppose each other in the strongest sense. The 

mutual competition is of a more indirect and complex nature. Moreover, it is conceivable 

that subgroups of players will (possibly implicitly) cooperate during certain 51,ages of the 

game to oppose the other participants in a more effective way. Put in game theoretic 

terms this means that coalitions (alliances) bet.ween players are formed. The situation 

is even more complex since coalitions might change during one instance of the game. 

Since our aim is to measure the impact of chance elements in a game, we will not analyze 

an n-persoIl game iII all its st,rategic and cooperative details. To determine the level of 

skill for this type of games in a consistent way we make the assumption that in each 

instance of the game player i evaluates the situation as if he faces only one opponent: 

the coalition of all other participants which coordinates adions in such a way to oppose 

player i in the strongest sense. 

These considerations boil down to the following definitions W.r.t. the level of skill of an 

arbitrary zero-sum game with player set N = {I, 2, ... , n} with n ~ 3. 

Assume one is in the role of player i E N. By assumption we consider the two-person 

l',cro-sllm game between player i and the coalition N\ {i} in our analysis of skill. If we 

fix a specific minimax strategy of "player" N\ {i} in this t.wo-person game, a one-person 

situation is obtained and the following four basic notiolls of expected gains of player i 

are well-defined: 

(6.1) 

AfO hdore, if' t.he minirna.x st.rategy of player N\ {i} is not. uniquely determined, then we 

willllse the learnminimax strategy of player N\{i} w.r.L the strategy of a beginner in 

the role of player i. 

To define the gellcral notion of skill, we average between the possible roles a partici

pant can have: 
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a.nd, c1ea.rly, 

(i.3) 

As before, we will assume that 

(6.4) 

Subsequently, we define 

Qu (6.5) 

ilml 

S' (6.6) 

as the level of skill. 

No1.c: t.hat t.his definit.ioll of the level of skill also can be adopt.ed if n 2. Obviollsly, 

this renders the same definition as provided in section 5. Finally, the case S 0 is 

equivalent with Wm(i) = Wo(i) for all i E N, and the ca..<;e S = 1 with Wm(i) = Wu(i) 

for all i EN. Therefore, an n-person xero-sum game with S 0 is called a pure game 

of chanGe while a game with S I is called a pure game of skill. 

Example 6.1 (Three-persoll Milli Poker) 

Three-person Mini Poker is a game of cards played by three players 1, 2 and 3 and four 

cards wit.h numerical values 10, 20, 30 and I/O. 

The rules are similar to the rules of two-person Mini Poker. After donating 1$ to t;he 

stakes each player is dealt one card. Player 1 starts the play and has to decide between 

checking or raising. If he checks, player 2 and 3 have to check too and showdown follows. 
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If he raises, t.hell first player 2 has t.o decide bdwecn folding 01' calling, arkr which player 

a has to make the same choice. If a player raises or calls, he has to add one extra dollar 

to the stakes. If bot.h player 2 and 3 fold the stakes go to player 1. Otherwise, showdown 

between the two or three players left follows. If showdown ocours, the player with the 

highest (value of his) card gets the stakes. 

We will not analyze t.his game in all its details but only highlight. some important aspects. 

Tn principle player 1 can choose between 16 21 possible (pure) strategies: for each of 

his four possible cards he can choose betwCtm checking or raising. For the strategy of a 

beginner in the role of player 1 we take t.he pure st.rategy of Table 6.1. 

Card of 1 10 20 30 40 • 

Action C C R RI 

Table 6.1: Player 1 '8 st.rat.egy <1$ a beginner 

(C = Check, R = Raise) 

Player 2 is only called to play if player 1 raIses. In that case he has to decide between 

folding or calling. So, in principle, also player 2 can choose between] 6 24 possible 

pure strat.egies because his decision might depend on his card. 

For a beginner ill the role of player we take the choices of table 6.2. 

Card of 2 10 20 30 40 

Act.ion F F C C 

Table 6.2: Player 2'5 strategy as a beginner 

(I" = Fold, C = Call) 

For player :1 the situation is a bit more complicated in the sense t.hat he could let his 

choice between folding or calling depend not only on his card but also on the action 

taken by player 2. This implies a total of 256 28 pure strategies. For a beginner in 

thc rolc of player 3 we take the strategy represented in table 6.3. 
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Card of a 10 10 '20 20 :JO 

Ohserved a.ction of '2 F C F C F 

/\d.joTl of :~ F F F F C 

Table 6.3: Player 3's st.rategy as a beginner 

(F = Fold, C = Call) 

-
:~O 10 10 

C F C 

C C C 

Note that in the game of player 1 against I,he coalition {2,3} which we use in our anal

ysis or skill player 1 can choose bet;ween the same 16 pure strategies, while the coalition 

{2, 3} can choose between 4696 (=16 . 256) pure strategies. For the corresponding two

person game it turns out, that the (coordinated) minimax strategy of "player" {2,3} is 

essentially unique and given in Table 6.4 (with obvious notation). 

Card of 2 10 20 30 40 

Action of 2 F F (~ F, ~ C) C 

Card of a 10 10 20 20 30 ao 40 40 

Observed action of 2 F C F C F C F C 

Action of 3 F F F F G F, ~ C) For C C Cor F 

Table 6.4: The rninirnaxstrategy of coalition {2, :J}. 

In thiH two-person game there is also a unique minimaxstrategy for player I: sec table 6.5. 

Card of 1 10 20 30 10 

/\ct.ion of 1 C C U C, ~ It) H. 

Table 6.5: The minimaxstrategy of player I. 

The value of this game is :h. Following a similar analysis as in example 5.1 we find 
Wt(l) = -0.500, Wo(1) = -().125, Wm(1) = 0.041 and Wu(l) == 0.375. 

Moreover, proceeding along the same lines and using learnrninim<1xstrategies (for ddails 

we refer to van der GCIIugtcn and Bonn (1991») 

W/(2) -0.5n, Wo(2) = -0.028, Wm(2) -0.028, W,,(2) = 0.140 

W/(3) = -().291, Wo(3) = -().01J, Wm(3) = -0.()21, Wl£(3) = 0.06:'1 



and, (:()nH(~qlwnUy 

WI = -0.'156, Wo = -O,Of)~, Wm -0,002 and W" 0,193. 

Hence, for the level of skill S we find that, 

S == O.:l5. 



7 A classification of games 

In this S()d.joll we prescnt. a global dassificat.ion or some well-known round games w.I'.I,. 

t.he levd or skill. The corresponding order is partly balled on t.he (objec1.ive) analysis 

introduced in this paper and partly on a (more subjective) comparison between the var

ious possibilities or exercising skill in the underlying games. 

Tire main reslllt.s are slllTlmaril::cd ill the rollowing overview. 

Pure games oj chance [0] 

Roulctl.e, Craps, Trcnte et Quarantc [0.0] 

Blackjack [0.16] 

Golden Ten [0.20] 

Schnapsen 

Draw Poker 

Texas Hold'Em 

Seven Card Stud 

Bridge 

Chess, Checkers 
Pure .qmncB oj skill [I] 

The ordering between t.he three variants of Poker is ba.'icd on the following considerations. 

In principle all variants allow a rational player t.o exercise skill in two ways: 

• with knowledge on the statistical probabilities w.r.t. the final hands of the players, 

• with knowledge on a controlled strategy of braging. 

In Oraw Poker, the second aspect is present in a prominent. way but t.he first aspect 

cOllies forward only ill the reial,ivdy simple form of evaluating l.h(~ pm;sihili1.ies of your 

own hand without knowing a.ny other cards. In both Texa.~ lIold'Ern and Seven Card 

Stud the allpec1. of braging is less prominent but the first-ment.ioned aspect of counting 

and estimating proba.bilities is essential (in Seven Card Stud to a larger extent than in 

Texas lIold'l<:m) to raise one's expected gains. 

Inkrestingly, DlItch jurisprudence has classified Golden Ten as a game of chance while 

according to Austrian jurisprudence Schnapsen is a game of skill. If we combine these 

judgements, the decision bound bet.ween games of chance and games of skill should be 

laid between Golden Ten and SchllapsclI. 
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Of course, the classirication given above should 1101. be interpreted as the final order in 

which no shifts are possible. A further analysis, in particular w.d. more sophisticated 

variants of Poker t.han the ones disCllssc!d in sed-ion [) and 6, is neeckd to rurt.her sharpen 

<111<1 quantify the classilica.tioll. 
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Communicated by DLlng. W.J.H. van Groenendaal 

707 Aldo de Moor 
The Development of a Research Network Information System Specification 
Method 
Communicated by Prof.dr. R.A. Meersman 
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708 J.J.A. Moors, M.H. Schuld and A.C.A. Mathijssen 
A new method for assessing judgmental distributions 
Communicated by Prof.dr. B.B. van der Genugten 

709 Laurence van Lent 
Onderzoek op het gebied van de externe verslaggeving 
Communicated by Prof.drs. G.G.M. Bak 

710 Josien van Cappelle-Konijnenberg 
Restructuring, firm performance and control mechanisms 
Communicated by Drs. P.J.W. Duffhues 

711 B.B. van der Genugten 
Blackjack in Holland Casino's: basic, optimal and winning strategies 
Communicated by Dr. A.M.B. De Waegenaere 

712 Prof.dr. F.W. Vlotman 
Het vragen naar Toegevoegde Waarde 
Communicated by Prof.dr.mr. P.M. v.d. Zanden RA 
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IN 1996 REEDS VERSCHENEN 

713 Jeroen Suijs en Peter Borm 
Cooperative games with stochastic payoffs: deterministic equivalents 
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman 

714 Herbert Hamers 
Generalized Sequencing Games 
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.H. Tijs 

715 Ursula Glunk en Celeste P.M. Wilderom 
Organizational Effectiveness = Corporate Performance? 
Why and How Two Research Traditions Need to be Merged 
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma 

716 R.B. Bapat en Stef Tijs 
Incidence Matrix Games 
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman 

717 J.J.A. Moors, R. Smeets en F.W.M. Boekema 
Sampling with probabilities proportional to the variable of interest 
Communicated by Prof.dr. B.B. van der Genugten 

718 Harry Webers 
The Location Model with Reservation Prices 
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman 

719 Harry Webers 
On the Existence of Unique Equilibria in Location Models 
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman 

720 Henk Norde en Stef Tijs 
Determinateness of Strategic Games with a Potential 
Communicated by Prof.dr. A.J.J. Talman 




